
Location
Office #407, Fourth Floor, Rotana Mall Building,
P O Box : 4422, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.

Punch In Punch Out

LOADING...

09:15
Checked-In

011:25
Break

011:40
Resumed Working

05:00
Checked-Out

JOHN DOE
Site Supervisor

Total Hrs

70 Hrs

Overtime

20 Hrs

Absent

5

Time & Attendance, Simplified
Where Efficiency Meets Simplicity

Automate the process of 
attendance and track every 
second of your workforce
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What Is
Time Attendance Solution
(raideTime)?

Revolutionize your organization's
attendance
tracking with our state-of-the-art Time 
Attendance Solution. Say goodbye to 
manual processes and welcome a new era 
of efficiency and speed.

Our Time Attendance Solution is not just 
any software; it's a powerful tool that 
harnesses the latest in AI technology. With 
the precision of face recognition, you can 
now mark attendance
effortlessly. Whether on mobile devices or 
by
creating geo-fenced boundaries around 
your
organization, the choice is yours.

Why choose our solution? It's not just 
about
automation; it's about making informed 
decisions.
The data you gather from our AI-driven software empowers you to make strategic choices that can 
positively impact your organization.

Join the future of attendance management today and let our Time Attendance Solution take your 
organization to the next level. Efficiency, speed, and informed decision-making – it's all at your 
fingertips.

John Smith

Late Comers
20

Present
40

03:00 PM

LOADING...
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What Time Attendance
software does?

05
Overall, time attendance software is an automation tool 
that transforms the attendance process and provides 
the workforce with more   

04 By the use of storing data, the application generates a 
report and tracks the performance of the employees. 

03
Upon integration with the Human resource software, 
the application makes the process of Human 
Resources & Payroll, effortless and rewarding.

02
The organization takes attendance through face 
recognition, through mobile, and geo-fence the 
boundaries you want to.

01
Time attendance is a solution developed with the help 
of modern technology. It tracks the duty hours of the 
employees, overtime, ship, leaves, and Holidays.

www.raidetime.com



Features that Scale up
the team and organization 

Time attendance software is not just an 
attendance software but it is an important tool for 
HR Management and payroll processes.

Here are the features of the raideTime, which make 
it a distinct but most important solution for 
employees and organizations.

Organization
Structure

Employees
Management

Shift
Management Time Sheet

Regularization Request
Management 

Holiday
Management

Leave
Management 

Reports All data in
one interface 

Integrations with Human Resource
& Payroll Management

3

5

1

7

9

11

8

10

6

4

2
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Industries that can make strides
with time attendance software 

Time attendance acts as a centralized source and 
manages the attendance of multiple sites and 
locations from a single source.

The geo-fencing and mobile attendance features 
make it an employee-friendly solution.

Construction

Facility Management 

Supply Chain & Logistics

Retails Chains & Network 

Manufacturing

Field Workforce

Contractual Workforce

Distributed Workforce

Education Health

The below industries can make strides
by involving the solution in their operations: 

www.raidetime.com



How Time Attendance Solution
Outperform the traditional
attendance process?

05 Advanced Geo-fencing enables organizations to
track employees within the identified boundaries

04 Mobile Attendance System which can be used
from identified locations, provides the team
with more liberty and less dependency.

03 AI-Based face recognition systems which are
less prone to errors and fraud. 

02 Provide scalability and agility to the workforce
and let them more focus on the task.

01 Level Up Your Attendance System and Save 20%
of Your Business Hours

www.raidetime.com



About
RAIDE TIME

Thank You for your keen interest to learn about us. raideTime is a key product of raideIT. raideIT 
product is known for solving the complex challenges of modern business management, robustly 
and cost-effectively. raideTime is a business application for transforming the process of time and 
attendance in medium and large enterprises.

Time and attendance with spreadsheets are a big problem. It became more challenging for a 
business with multiple locations and thousands of workforces, and multiple shifts and overtime.

Tracking the hours of the employees, location, leaves, and shifts of a different kind of workforce is 
a headache in itself.

A Solution was needed to the problem. However, in market time and attendance applications are 
functional. What makes raideTime different is its more features, touchless attendance, and flexibil-
ity with Multiple locations.

raideTime caters to all these challenges and transforms the process of time and attendance 
within the organization for scalable and agile operation.

www.raidetime.com



Le Solarium Tower - Office No. 1008 - Dubai
Silicon Oasis - Dubai - United Arab Emirates

045147892

+971 553792245

www.infoguardtech.com

Office #407, Fourth Floor, Rotana Mall Building,
P O Box : 4422, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.

sales@accelinfotec.com sales@infoguardtech.com

+971 55 630 9232
+971 50 630 9232

www.accelinfotec.com
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